TOGETHER, WE WILL END LUPUS

The Lupus Foundation of America is devoted to putting an end to lupus, a chronic and potentially fatal autoimmune disease, while giving caring support to those who suffer from its brutal impact. **We are:**

**DRIVING LUPUS RESEARCH**

— **FUNDING TOP RESEARCH** — Contributing to every major breakthrough in lupus research since 1977

— **STIMULATING FUNDING** — $550M In Federal funding for lupus research and education in just the last 5 years

— **IMPROVING THE DRUG PIPELINE** — Accelerating delivery of medicines with more than 70 potential therapies being studied for people with lupus

**IMPROVING LIVES**

— **RALLYING PUBLIC SUPPORT** — 839M VIEWS Of awareness campaigns raise support, understanding and compassion for those with lupus

— **CHAMPIONING SUPPORT** — Spearheaded the formation of the Congressional Lupus Caucus to increase lupus research funding, access to care, and awareness

— **PROVIDING ANSWERS** — 7.5M PEOPLE Count on us each year to answer questions, provide support and bring hope

— **BUILDING GLOBAL STRENGTH** — 200+ GROUPS In the World Lupus Federation, created by the Lupus Foundation of America, bringing greater attention to end lupus

— **PROTECTING ACCESS** — AFFORDABLE MEDICATION Protecting Medicare Part D and access to care for all patients

WE’RE GRATEFUL TO BE YOUR PARTNER IN THE FIGHT TO END LUPUS.  [LUPUS.ORG](http://LUPUS.ORG)